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Abstract

MCViNE (Monte-Carlo VIrtual Neutron Experiment) is a versatile Monte Carlo
(MC) neutron ray-tracing program that provides researchers with tools for per-
forming computer modeling and simulations that mirror real neutron scattering
experiments. By adopting modern software engineering practices such as using
composite and visitor design patterns for representing and accessing neutron
scatterers, and using recursive algorithms for multiple scattering, MCViNE is
flexible enough to handle sophisticated neutron scattering problems including,
for example, neutron detection by complex detector systems, and single and
multiple scattering events in a variety of samples and sample environments.
In addition, MCViNE can take advantage of simulation components in linear-
chain-based MC ray tracing packages widely used in instrument design and
optimization, as well as NumPy-based components that make prototypes useful
and easy to develop. These developments have enabled us to carry out de-
tailed simulations of neutron scattering experiments with non-trivial samples
in time-of-flight inelastic instruments at the Spallation Neutron Source. Ex-
amples of such simulations for powder and single-crystal samples with various
scattering kernels, including kernels for phonon and magnon scattering, are pre-
sented. With simulations that closely reproduce experimental results, scattering
mechanisms can be turned on and off to determine how they contribute to the
measured scattering intensities, improving our understanding of the underlying
physics.
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1. Introduction

Data analysis for neutron time-of-flight spectroscopy has predominantly been
a conversion of raw data to intensities with instrument independent units;
namely S(Q, ω). This approach has been the basis for many studies, but it
has become clear that in some cases this simple “reduction” will not suffice
(see, for example, [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]).

As neutron instruments gain more flux and capabilities, measurements of
complex samples have become more common. Traditional analysis procedures
make assumptions about how signals from various scattering processes overlap,
the convolution of the instrument resolution function with the sample scattering
function, and the contribution to scattering from sample environments. With
higher count rates, smaller effects become statistically significant, and it is im-
portant to develop methods to interpret them.

The overlap of scattering processes, such as nuclear and magnetic scattering,
is often treated simply by fitting one component to a function. More accurate
assessment of these contributions can provide a greater level of detail in analysis
of data. Additionally, the instrument resolution is usually accounted for by a
convolution with an analytical or numerical resolution function. The complexity
of modern instrument design demands a more complex resolution function tak-
ing into account a greater level of detail of instrument characteristics, sample,
and detectors. Sample environment capabilities continue to allow new ranges
of temperature and pressure to be examined, but complex systems lead to ad-
ditional scattering contributions that require interpertation.

Full Monte Carlo (MC) simulations of neutron scattering experiments should
be able to take into account details such as multiple scattering and instrument
resolution naturally, and could reduce the number of specialized analysis soft-
ware packages needed in data analysis workflows. However, data analysis for
complex measurements often requires more sophisticated modeling, sometimes
even molecular dynamics and quantum chemistry simulations, which demands
a new level of computing resources and expertise. Adopting the additional
complexity of MC simulations in data analysis may discourage researchers from
taking advantage of this approach. MC simulations have been difficult to set
up, and integration of MC simulations within the data analysis workflow is not
routine today.

MCS[10] and MSCAT[11] were early packages that used Monte Carlo meth-
ods to compute multiple scattering. Later, several general-purpose Monte Carlo
neutron instrument simulation packages were developed and optimized to help
design neutron instruments, such as McStas [12, 13], VITESS [14], IDEAS [15],
and NISP [16]. Less-general-purpose MC programs exist in some popular neu-
tron data analysis software packages, including DISCUS [17, 18, 19] and RE-
STRAX [20, 21]. In comparison, relatively few studies [22, 23, 24, 25, 26] have
employed full-fledged Monte Carlo ray tracing to help elucidate experimental
results from neutron scattering interments, while there are growing efforts on
performing virtual neutron experiments using MC ray tracing [27, 28, 29, 30, 31].
MCViNE[32] is designed to easily allow complex studies (see [9] for an exam-
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ple) and therefore should accelerate the use of Monte Carlo ray tracing in the
analysis of experimental data.

The improvements in computing over the last decades include hardware, the
emergence of object-oriented languages C++ and Python, and advances in soft-
ware design [33]. For MC simulations of neutron scattering experiments, the
impact of these improvements on modern software engineering practice, espe-
cially object-oriented language features, is still being realized. MCViNE [32]
was developed in the DANSE project [34], and its goal is to simplify the set-
up of Monte Carlo ray tracing simulations of neutron experiments, making it
possible for non-experts to run simulations of non-trivial samples and sample
assemblies and analyze neutron data with more quantitative accuracy. The
treatment of neutron scattering in MCViNE goes beyond the typical approach
of simulating a linear sequence of neutron components: MCViNE uses a hi-
erarchical representation of neutron scatterers, and it employs object-oriented
programming (OOP) instead of the imperative programing paradigm popular
in other software. By taking advantage of OOP design patterns as well as recur-
sive algorithms, the MCViNE architecture supports an easily extensible library
for scattering kernels. This approach allows for maximum flexibility, extensi-
bility, and reuse of scatterer arrangements, geometrical shapes, and scattering
mechanisms, and hence improves the sustainability of the software.

The software engineering design of the MCViNE framework is described
here, including some key abstractions, and algorithms built on top of those ab-
stractions. Section 2 presents an overview of the architecture of the MCViNE
software framework, and explains how the software constructs in MCViNE allow
full extensibility for scattering mechanisms, especially the hierarchical represen-
tation of neutron scatterers. Algorithms for multiple scattering and neutron
detection in a detector system are then presented. Examples of MCViNE sim-
ulations for powder and single-crystal experiments are presented in Section 3.

2. The MCViNE software package

2.1. Architecture Overview

There are two classes of Monte Carlo (MC) neutron ray tracing software
packages. The first class takes a linear approach, and is in widespread use be-
cause it has proved critical for instrument design (see, for example, [35, 36,
37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44] ). It includes packages such as McStas[12, 13],
Vitess[14], and Ideas[15]. The second class has inherent support for multi-
ple scattering including MCS[10], MSCAT[11], and NISP[16]. For example,
MSCAT is not implemented using the linear execution structure, and handles
multiple scattering between sample and sample container in a more generic way
than linear programs. However, this package was written for a few specific
cases on specific instrumentation, creating difficulties in extending it to more
sophisticated instrument configurations and sample assemblies.

MCViNE[32] is a general purpose neutron ray tracing package that combines
the two different approaches. It is implemented in C++ and Python. At the
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Figure 1: The MCViNE architecture is divided into three categories for serving different neu-
tron ray-tracing components: simple NumPy-based components, McStas-based components,
and components built with OOP principles for sample assemblies and detector systems. These
categories are served by the vertical integration of three layers comprised of Python compo-
nents at the top, followed by python libraries, then C++ libraries. The foundation of the
MCViNE architecture is a C++ library with basic neutron objects and math functions.

C++ level, neutron ray tracing was implemented generically so that it can
handle multiple scattering inherently. At the Python layer, however, MCViNE
allows construction of a component chain for an instrument similar to the first
class of neutron ray tracing packages. One effect of using Python components
is that neutron packets are passed through the component chain in a group, to
reduce the overhead of calling C/C++ functions from Python. Each group of
neutrons is represented by an array.

Figure 1 depicts the architecture of the MCViNE package. Two layers of
libraries exist in C++. The bottom layer is a basic C++ library that defines
neutrons and some basic math facilities such as 3D vectors. Above this layer
are three different types of C++ libraries: 1) A NumPy [45] array adaptor
that allows a neutron group to be manipulated easily as a NumPy array at
the Python level. 2) A McStas adaptor C library that provides support for
MCViNE-wrapped McStas components. 3) An advanced C++ library that
supports the concept of neutron scattering composite and scattering kernels, a
unique feature of MCViNE. Above the three C/C++ libraries, a layer of Python
helper classes and methods are implemented to provide a Python interface to
the underlying C++ functionalities.

Three types of Python components sit on top of the Python adaption layer,
including: 1) Simple, NumPy based neutron components, in which a group of
neutron packets can be manipulated as a NumPy array. This makes it extremely
easy to create simple neutron components, and to create prototypes of more
sophisticated neutron components. 2) MCViNE-wrapped, shared-library-based
McStas components. These components are McStas components, but compiled
into shared libraries and bound to Python automatically by a MCViNE facility.
Unlike simulations in McStas, however, MCViNE components are not compiled
to a monolithic executable. 3) Components that use the notion of composite
scatterer and scattering kernels. Currently two such components exist, one for
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Figure 2: Concepts in scattering composites: composite scatterer, homogeneous scatterer,
shape, scattering kernels. (a) an abstract hierarchy of an abitrary scattering composite. (b)
and (c) are concrete examples of such hierarchies. (b) top view of a sample assembly consisting
of an aluminum can and a copper plate. (c) a detector system – how it is constructed from
an elemental scatterer (detector tube) in a three-level hierarchy.

sample assemblies and one for detector systems. The unique feature of MCViNE,
the “composite scatterer”, will be explained in detail in section 2.2.

Imperative programming is the predominant programming paradigm em-
ployed in MC neutron ray tracing programs. In imperative programming, differ-
ent aspects of programming data and logic are tightly coupled. Object-oriented
programming (OOP) is less used in scientific programming. Fundamental OOP
concepts include encapsulation, polymorphism, dynamic dispatch, and delega-
tion. These methods promote abstraction and decoupling of data and program-
ming logic, result in codes that are more extensible, more maintainable, and
easier to debug [33, 46, 47, 48]. It should be noted that runtime efficiency of a
program is not the main focus of the OOP paradigm: to achieve polymorphism,
for example, additional machine codes are generated by compilers to facilitate
the dynamic dispatch by using the virtual table. OOP codes are harder to
optimize by the compiler, too. It is not uncommon for OOP codes to run
slower than programs written with imperative programming. This inefficiency,
however, is overcome by tremendous improvements in both developer produc-
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tivity and software sustainability. In the following we will show how some OOP
concepts and design patterns are used in MCViNE and produce an extensible
simulation framework.

2.2. Composite Scatterer

In this section, basic concepts with regard to the “composite scatterer” are
presented first, followed by details of the object-oriented software design cen-
tered around it. This section finishes with descriptions of some algorithms taking
advantage of this software design.

2.2.1. Concepts

In MCViNE, a “composite neutron scatterer” represents a group of physical
objects, for example, a powder sample in an aluminum can, a single crystal
sample surrounded by a furnace, or a detector system. An “elemental scatterer”
is a scatterer without constituent scatterers. A “homogeneous scatterer” is one
kind of elemental neutron scatterer, whose scattering function is homogeneous
within its volume. The scattering properties are modeled using one “scattering
kernel” or a combination of several “scattering kernels”, each of which represents
one scattering mechanism, such as incoherent one-phonon nuclear scattering or
coherent magnetic scattering.

These concepts are illustrated in Figure 2. Figure 2(a) is an example of
an abstract hierarchy of a composite scatterer in MCViNE. In principle, the
hierarchy in MCViNE can be arbitrarily deep. In practice, the depth of the
hierarchy is limited by factors such as computing resources available for the
simulations, and compiler limitations. Figure 2(b) depicts a sample assembly
that is a composite of two-level hierarchy, in which the bottom level consists
of two homogeneous elemental scatterers: one aluminum can and one copper
plate sample. Figure 2(c) represents a detector system consisting of 3He eight-
packs that form roughly a cylindrical arrangement around the sample position.
The detector system is represented in MCViNE in a three-level hierarchy: at the
bottom level is the 3He detector tube; at the middle level, 8 such tubes construct
an 8-pack; at the top-level, the detector system consists of a collection of 8-packs.
Such hierarchical representations allow MCViNE to model the physical reality
closely.

2.2.2. Object Oriented Design

These concepts lead to one major design decision made in the MCViNE
project: employment of the “composite” and “visitor” design patterns of object-
oriented programming[33]. By using these design patterns for scattering com-
posites, we can unify the programming interfaces to the operations on both the
composites and the individual elemental objects. Composite and visitor pat-
terns are used in three major aspects of the MCViNE neutron scattering model:
the neutron scatterers, the geometric shapes of scatterers, and the scattering
kernels.

Neutron scatterers. By using the composite pattern, algorithms for mul-
tiple scattering can be consolidated in one implementation. Scattering from a
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composite neutron scatterer starts with a determination of which constituent
intersects the incident neutron ray, and then delegates the scattering assessment
to that particular constituent, which could be a composite itself that requires
another delegation for scattering. The hierarchical representation of neutron
scatterers and this recursive algorithm work for both samples and detector sys-
tems, and can improve computing efficiency and code maintenance.

Geometric shapes Using constructive solid geometry (CSG) (see, for ex-
ample, [49]), composite shapes are constructed from primitives and composites
by using operations such as union, intersection and difference. Ray-tracing
through shapes is therefore simplified as visitor methods of the primitive shapes
and the binary shape operations.

Scattering kernels Because the scattering kernel can be a composite, re-
searchers can simulate slowly-varying S(Q, ω), together with dynamical struc-
ture factors containing sharp features, such as diffraction and coherent phonon
scatterings. Scattering kernels of similar nature can be grouped into a compos-
ite, and importance sampling can be realized by assigning different simulation
weights to different kernels, either composite or elemental.

A “scattering kernel” in MCViNE is conceptually different from sample com-
ponents in linear MC neutron ray tracing packages. A scattering kernel in
MCViNE is an abstraction of the scattering mechanisms such as diffraction,
nuclear scattering by phonons, and magnetic scattering by spin waves. It does
not include the sample geometry but only the scattering physics. A sample
component in earlier packages, on the other hand, includes both the geometry
and the physics in one programming unit. By separating the implementation
of “scatterer”, “shape”, and “scattering kernel”, a sample in MCViNE can con-
sist of a combination of scattering kernels. Furthermore, the scattering kernel
library in the MCViNE framework can be extended without affecting the logic
of geometric ray tracing, which is implemented in “shape” and “scatterer”. For
example, for isotropic scattering, scattering kernels taking a histogram form of
S(Q,ω) can be supported, as well as phonon scattering kernels taking phonon
energies and polarizations as inputs (examples are given in Section 3.1 and
3.2). A scattering kernel conveniently taking the analytical form of a dispersion
can be used (see [9] for an example) to improve convergence (effective when
combined with other scattering kernels), and to avoid unnecessary broadenings
resulted from approximating S(Q,ω) using a histogram. Inelastic and elastic
scattering kernels for single crystals can also be developed to simulate single
crystal experiments.

2.2.3. Algorithms

In this section, implementation of multiple scattering and ray tracing in
detector systems are presented as algorithm examples that benefit from the
conceptual analysis and the software design.
Multiple Scattering

Multiple-scattering (MS) is naturally supported in MCViNE scattering com-
posites, implemented with a recursive algorithm. MCViNE differentiates be-
tween two types of multiple scattering, single-scatterer multiple scattering (SSMS)
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Figure 3: An example of multiple scattering within one scatterer. The incident neutron
was scattered three times by three different scattering kernels. At each scattering point, the
original neutron is also propagated out of the scatterer with proper attenuation. Red arrows
are paths of neutron propagation. Circles highlight the location of scattering. Different
scattering events are coded using different colors.

Figure 4: An example of multiple scattering in a concentric sample assembly. Five (out of
infinite) possible multiple scattering paths are illustrated.

to describe the multiple scattering within one neutron scatterer and multiple-
scatterer multiple scattering (MSMS) to describe multiple scattering among
neutron scatterers.

Figure 3 shows an example of SSMS in which a neutron gets scattered three
times before exiting a scatterer. Each time a neutron is scattered inside a homo-
geneous scatterer, the original incident neutron packet is split into two neutron
packets for computational efficiency. One neutron packet is propagated through
the scatterer with its probability lowered by attenuation, while the other is scat-
tered by one of the scattering kernels, chosen by a random selection, at a point
also randomly selected along the forward path of the incident neutron. This
splitting process repeats for the scattered neutron several times, as illustrated
in Figure 3, until either the neutron probability is lower than a pre-selected
limit, or the maximum order of multiple scattering is reached. At this point,
the neutron that is still inside the scatterer is allowed to propagate out, with
its probability attenuated appropriately.

Figure 4 shows an example of multiple scattering in a sample assembly con-
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sisting of a “concentric” arrangement of a sample and a sample environment.
Only five of an infinite number of possible multiple scattering paths are illus-
trated, and the splitting processes are not shown to avoid cluttering.

The multiple scattering algorithm of MCViNE is generic, and it can handle
more complex sample assemblies, such as non-concentric arrangements, and
mixing of non-concentric and concentric arrangements. More details about the
MS algorithm of MCVINE can be found in the supplemental material for this
paper.

Sample components in some linear-chain-based MC ray tracing packages can
support SSMS, but they do not have abstractions similar to composite scatterer
or scattering kernel. As a result, the SSMS algorithm must be duplicated in
these sample components, while in MCViNE, implementations of new scattering
kernels can be added without reimplementing the multiple scattering algorithm.
McStas supports MSMS partially for a concentric sample assembly by, for ex-
ample, adding a second outer cylinder into the simulation component chain [50].
Path (e) of Figure 4 is included this way, but path (c) of Figure 4 is not. Other
ways of simulating MSMS may be possible with McStas, but these would require
significant more effort on the user’s part.

The multiple scattering algorithm of MCViNE is more comparable to that
of MSCAT[11] in which the sample and the sample environment are treated
together in the multiple scattering loop, offering complete treatment of SSMS
and MSMS. However, MCViNE allows a straightforward increase in complexity
of the sample and sample environment interactions by using the recursive MS
algorithm enabled by OOP. MSCAT by default only allows for a few specific
arrangements. MSCAT and some McStas components contain the ability to
appropriately transform the angular scattered distribution off of the sample so
as to only simulate neutrons that will impact the detector, such optimization is
not yet available in MCViNE.
Ray tracing in a detector system

Ray tracing of a neutron through a sophisticated detector system in instru-
ments such as ARCS and SEQUOIA, where flat detector packs are arranged in
an approximately cylindrical arrangement, illustrates another strength of the
software design of MCViNE. MCViNE takes advantage of the hierarchical rep-
resentation for neutron scatterers, only in this case the elemental homogeneous
neutron scatterer is the 3He detector tube that intercepts neutrons and records
them. MCViNE reuses the code for ray tracing in a composite scatterer for
simulating 3He detector systems, and the new code needed is a scattering kernel
for the 3He material that takes into account gas absorption. The ray tracing
through a cylinder takes care of the parallax and border effect of the detector
tube. When a neutron is sent to a detector system shown in Figure 2(c), for
example, the generic ray tracing algorithm for composite scatterers first checks
whether the top level composite scatterer is penetrated by the neutron. If so,
all constituents of the composite scatterer, i.e. the detector packs, are examined
to determine which of them intercepts the neutron. Unless a neutron traverses
a gap between detector packs, the detector pack is identified and then its con-
stituents, the 8 detector tubes, are examined for neutron detection. The path
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of a neutron through the detector tube is then computed by ray tracing of the
neutron through a cylinder, and a MC sampling picks a point in the path for
the neutron to be absorbed. The position in the tube is used to calculate a
unique pixel identifier known as the Pixel ID, according to the scheme read-
able by the Mantid software framework [51, 52]. Additionally, the appropriate
weighting multiplier for neutron probability (computed from absorption proba-
bility depending on the 3He pressure and the length of the neutron path through
the tube) and the time-of-flight are computed for the neutron to be recorded
as a detector event in a “virtual detector electronics device”. Our hierarchical
approach to detectors allows for the addition of as much detail as necessary,
including details of the charge cloud and the wire.

3. Examples

This section presents examples of MCViNE simulations performed for ex-
periments on the ARCS[53], SEQUOIA[54, 55], and HYSPEC[56] instruments
at the Spallation Neutron Source (SNS). Every simulation consists of 4 steps:

Beam simulation. The incident beams on the sample for ARCS SE-
QUOIA, and HYSPEC instruments were simulated. The simulation applica-
tions were derived from the McStas[12] instrument definitions used in the design
phase of the instruments[44, 54, 57, 58]. In this work, 109 neutron events emit-
ted from the moderator were included in all the simulations, and the neutrons
at the sample position were saved and reused in the next step.

Sample scattering. The neutron packets saved in the previous step were
sent to a SampleAssembly component. The scattered neutrons were then saved.

Detector interception. Each neutron scattered by the sample was pro-
cessed by a DetectorSystem component and an event was recorded in an event-
mode NeXus file if it intercepted a detector tube. In ray-tracing through a
detector system, the detector tube in which the event was detected was located
using a hierarchical set of detector tubes as described previously, while the exact
location and time-of-flight were determined by a MC selection.

Reduction. The NeXus data generated in the previous step were reduced
using Mantid[51, 52]. The only difference between the simulated and measured
data is that the intensities in the simulations are computed as the sum of the
probabilities of all packets arriving in the bin of interest, while those in the
data are total event counts. The data reduction workflow is therefore identical,
and uses the same code base for both the simulated and the measured data.
The goal of this four-step simulation process was to reproduce the experiment
(including data reduction) by a simulation of high fidelity.

This 4-step simulation workflow produces output files such as the simu-
lated scattered neutrons, the simulated event-mode NeXus file, and the reduced
I(Q,E) file.

The simulation examples here make use of the following scattering kernels,
described briefly in the Supplemental Material:

• incoherent elastic scattering
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• coherent elastic scattering from powder sample

• incoherent inelastic single-phonon scattering

• coherent inelastic single-phonon scattering from a powder sample

• multi-phonon scattering

• scattering from a dispersion surface where the dispersion relation and
the dynamical structure factor are described by analytical functions of
momentum transfer vector Q

Three examples are presented in the following subsections, two modeling
vibrational excitations, and one modeling magnetic excitations. The simplest
sample, a vanadium plate, is presented first in Subsection 3.1, where only in-
coherent scattering kernels are used. Coherent phonon scattering kernels for
powder samples are introduced for an aluminum sample in Subsection 3.2. Both
Subsection 3.1 and 3.2 demonstrate the ability to easily turn on and off different
scattering mechanisms, allowing researchers to gain a better understanding of
their contributions. Subsection 3.3 presents a simulation of a measurement on a
single-crystal K2V3O8 sample, for which a dispersion-surface scattering kernel
is used.

In addition to these three examples, MCViNE simulations of Uranium Ni-
tride measurements performed on the ARCS and SEQUOIA instruments pro-
vide an excellent example of the capabilities presented here [9]. In this case,
the UN sample exhibited particularly strong multiple scattering due to its size.
MCViNE simulations were able to reproduce well the multiple scattering, iden-
tified weak scattering from accoustic phonons, and showed that the binary solid
model is a good explanation of the temperature-dependent broadening of the
modes of the quantum harmonic oscillator [9].

3.1. Vanadium

Here, we present experimental and simulated inelastic spectra for a vanadium
plate sample (5cm×5cm×1.2mm) in the ARCS instrument. In the experiment,
the sample was approximately perpendicular to the beam, the incident energy
was tuned to about 120meV using a Fermi chopper with 1.5mm slit spacing,
rotating at 600Hz. In the simulation, the incident beam was at ∼117meV with
the Fermi chopper choice matching the experimenal one. The sample assembly
contains only one homogeneous scatterer for the vanadium plate, which was
tilted 96.6 degrees from the beam direction. Different scattering kernels were
used for different simulations, but one incoherent elastic kernel and one single-
phonon incoherent inelastic kernel were included for all. All phonon-releated
scattering kernels use the phonon density of states (DOS) calculated from a
Born-von Karman (BvK) model [59]. Only one universal scale factor was applied
to the intensities of all simulated spectra to match the experimental data.
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Figure 5: I(Q,ω) plots of vanadium inelastic spectra obtained from experiment and simula-
tions for a vanadium plate at room temperature in the ARCS instrument. (a) Experiment
(b) Simulation without a multi-phonon kernel. Multiple scattering was turned off. (c) Simu-
lation with a multi-phonon kernel. Multiple scattering was turned off. (d) Simulation with a
multi-phonon kernel. Multiple scattering was turned on.
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Figure 6: Energy spectra integrated over Q range (8,12) inverse angstrom, obtained from
experiment and simulations for a vanadium plate placed in the ARCS beam. The intensity
axis is in log scale. (a)-(d) same as Figure 5

Shown in Figure 5 are I(Q,ω) plots. The top panel is the experimental result.
Panel (b) was simulated without either multi-phonon scattering or multiple-
scattering. Panel (c) was simulated with multi-phonon scattering but multiple-
scattering was turned off. Comparing (b) and (c), we can see how multi-phonon
scattering contributes to intensities at high Q (12-14 inverse Å), especially no-
ticeable at high energy transfer near E = 40meV. Panel (d) was done with
both multi-phonon and multiple-scattering contributions. Comparing (c) and
(d) shows how the effects of the multiple scattering are small in this case. This
is understandable because the plate is very thin. It also shows that there is less
Q-dependence in multiple-scattering than in multi-phonon scattering.

Figure 6 shows the energy spectra integrated over momentum transfer range
of 8 to 12 Å−1 in log scale. Similarly, we found that multi-phonon scattering
contribute more substantially than multiple scattering in this experiment.

3.2. Aluminum

In this example, we present experimental and simulated inelastic spectra
from a polycrystalline aluminum plate (6cm×6cm×4mm) in the ARCS instru-
ment. In the experiment, the sample was placed approximately at 135 degrees
from the beam. The incident energy was tuned to ∼80meV using the 1.5mm
slit spacing Fermi chopper spinning at 480Hz. In the simulation, the incident
beam was at ∼80.5meV, with the Fermi chopper choice matching the experi-
menal one. The sample assembly contains only one homogeneous scatterer for
the aluminum plate. Different simulations made use of different combinations
of scattering kernels. All phonon-related scattering kernels use phonon energies
and polarization vectors computed on a regular grid in a Brillouin zone from a
BvK model [60]. The broadening of the phonon modes was not included. Only
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Figure 7: I(Q,ω) plots of aluminum inelastic spectra obtained from experiment (a) and
simulations (b)-(e) of an aluminum plate at room temperature in the ARCS instrument.
Scattering kernels included in the simulations are (b) incoherent elastic and incoherent inelastic
single-phonon scattering (see note on intensity scaling in text), (c) coherent elastic (powder
diffraction) and coherent inelastic single-phonon scattering, (d) all kernels included in (b) and
(c) plus a multi-phonon kernel using an incoherent approximation and (e) all kernels included
in (d) plus multiple scattering.
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Figure 8: Energy spectra integrated over Q range (6,10) inverse angstrom, obtained from
experiment and simulations for an aluminum plate placed in the ARCS beam. The intensity
axis is in log scale. (a)-(e) same as Figure 7

one universal scale factor was applied to all simulated spectra to match the
experimental data.

Figure 7 shows I(Q,ω) plots for the aluminum plate. The experimental
result is given in panel (a) and panels (b)-(e) show simulated data. In (b) only
the incoherent elastic and incoherent single phonon scattering are included. In
this plot the maximum intensity for the color scale is reduced by the ratio of
incoherent/coherent cross sections of aluminum, so one can see the details in the
plot. Nevertheless the numerical values on the colorbar give an indication of the
scaling. In (c) only the coherent elastic (powder diffraction) and the coherent
single-phonon inelastic scattering are included. In (d), all of the kernels in
(b) and (c) with the addition of a multi-phonon kernel using the incoherent
approximation. In (e), all of the kernels in (d) are used with multiple scattering
turned on. Overall the features shown in the experiment data (a) and the
simulated data (e) agree very well. Comparison of (b) and (c) shows that
coherent scattering gives rise to more features such as diffraction peaks and
phonon dispersions. It is evident from comparing (c) and (d) that multiphonon
scattering increases in intensity at higher Q. The most obvious difference in
(d) and (e) is in the elastic line, which shows that multiple scattering seems to
contribute similarly to incoherent elastic scattering. The elastic lines in (a) and
(e) seem to show that the sample used in the experiment may contain traces of
an additional phase, most likely from a surface layer of Al2O3.

Figure 8 shows the energy spectra integrated over momentum transfer range
of 6 to 10 Å−1 in log scale. Similarly, we found that multi-phonon scattering
contributes more substantially than multiple scattering in this experiment. The
small discrepancy between the experimental data (curve (a)) and the simulated
data (with all kernels, curve (e)) was expected, because the broadening of Al
phonon modes [61, 62] was not taken into account in our simulation, and perhaps
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because the BvK model used was deduced from phonon dispersions measured
along only the [100], [110], and [111] directions[60].

3.3. K2V3O8 single crystal

We now present experimental and simulated inelastic single-crystal spectra
for a K2V3O8 sample measured at the HYSPEC instrument, a hybrid spectrom-
eter at SNS [56]. The sample consisted of 5 co-aligned crystals with an overall
cylindrical shape approximately 1.5 inch in diameter and 1 inch in height. The
sample was oriented so that at zero degrees of rotation angle its [100] direction
was along the beam and its [001] direction pointed upward vertically. Mea-
surements were performed at 1.5 K with an incident energy of ∼7meV with a
Fermi chopper frequency of 180Hz. The detector vessel was oriented so that
neutrons scattered from the sample in the horizontal plane were measured in
the scattered angle range of -75 to -15 degrees. To span reciprocal space, the
goniometer angle was swept from 40 to -50 degrees in 0.5 degree steps and then
from -50 to -28 degrees in 1 degree steps.

The simulation was done for a scan matching the experimental setup. The
sample assembly contains one homogeneous scatterer for the K2V3O8 sample
with a shape matching the overall shape of the sample in the experiment. Two
scattering kernels were included in the simulation: one incoherent elastic scatter-
ing kernel to approximate the elastic line, and one dispersion-surface scattering
kernel for simulating the scattering from the spin-wave.

In K2V3O8 the long-wavelength spin-wave dispersion is well described by a
result for the quantum (S=1/2) square lattice Heisenberg antiferromagnet [63]:

E(Q) = 2J̃
√

1− γ2Q//
(1)

with the dynamic structure factor

S(Q, E) =
1− γQ//

2
√

1− γ2Q//

δ(E − E(Q)) (2)

where γQ//
= cos(hπ) cos(kπ), 2J̃ = 2.563. The differential cross section is(

d2σ

dΩdEf

)
∼ kf
ki
|F (Q)|2 [n(E) + 1](1 + cos2 φ)S(Q, E) (3)

where ki and kf are the magnitudes of the incident and final neutron wave
vectors, F (Q) is the magnetic form factor for V4+ [64], n(E) + 1 is the Bose
occupation factor, and 1 + cos2 φ is a polarization term (φ is the angle between
Q and the easy c-axis).

In treatment of both experimental and simulated data, Mantid was used to
reduce the measured NeXus file to NXSPE format at each goniometer angle,
and then a Python program was used to project data in NXSPE files to the four
dimensional Q, E space. Slices along desired Q directions could then be taken.
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Figure 9: Slices along the Q=[h10] axis and the energy axis from (a) experiment and (b)
simulation, taken in the range l=(-0.3, 0.3) and k=(0.93,1.07).
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Figure 10: Constant energy cuts of the slices as shown in Figure 9 in the energy range of [1.2,
1.3] meV. A constant background was added to the simulated data for comparison.
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Shown in Figure 9 are experimental and simulated slices along axes of Q =
[h10] and energy. The spin wave dispersion in the energy range between ∼0.3
and ∼2.1 meV shows good agreement between experimental and simulated data.
In the experimental data, the noise in the energy range of [0.25, 0.7] is higher
than the noise at higher energies. This is due to elastic scattering from the
cryostat, which was subtracted from the data. Both plots show a distinctive
feature – for the dispersion near [010] the right branch is sharper than the left
branch, while the dispersion branches near [210] are largely symmetric in their
broadening. This effect is more clear in Figure 10, where constant-energy cuts
over [1.2, 1.3] meV are plotted against Q = [h10] for the experimental (circles
with error bars) and the simulated (solid line) intensities. Both the experimental
data and simulated data show that the peak near h = 0.15 is much sharper
than that near h = −0.15. Such an effect is expected due to diffrent focusing
conditions of the resolution ellipsoid [65, 66]. The spin-wave dispersion above
∼2.1meV (h ∼ 0.33, for example) has weaker intensity in the experimental data
than expected from the simulated data, which could be attributed to mode
splitting near the zone boundary [63].

4. Conclusions

The MCViNE software package for Monte Carlo neutron ray tracing sim-
ulations is based on modern object-oriented software design that decomposes
neutron scatterers into a hierarchy of composite and elemental scatterers. This
software design elegantly solves algorithmic problems including multiple scat-
tering in a sample assembly, and ray tracing in a sophisticated detector sys-
tem. Multiple scattering and instrument resolution are included naturally in
MCViNE simulations, and simulation of ray-tracing in a complex detector sys-
tem such as those of the ARCS and SEQUOIA instruments is straightforward.
Adding, removing, and modifying scattering kernels in the simulations can help
show the contributions of different types of scattering events to the experimen-
tal data. The examples of scattering from vibrational and magnetic excitations
presented here and elsewhere[9] demonstrate that such simulations can improve
our understanding of the underlying physics of neutron spectra.

MCViNE is an open source software and is freely available for the Linux
platform. More details about the conditions of use and license can be found at
http://danse.us/trac/MCViNE/wiki/license. Details on build and installation,
usage, source repository, and user support of MCViNE are available in the doc-
umentation [32]. Feedback to the MCViNE developers can be provided through
the MCViNE user mailing list http://groups.google.com/group/mcvine-users.
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